An electron microscopic study of antagonism between cephalexin and erythromycin in Staphylococcus aureus.
This study concerns investigations at the cellular level of antagonism between cephalexin (CEX) and erythromycin (EM) with the aid of electron microscopes and a liquid scintillation counter. Exposure of Staphylococcus aureus 209-P to CEX and EM in combination was found to result in a marked antagonism between the two antibiotics in their effects on the growth of the organism. Observations under a scanning electron microscope revealed lysed cells in the presence of CEX alone but almost no lysis in the presence of a combination of CEX and EM. Observations under a transmission electron microscope, on the other hand, disclosed that nearly all of the cells exposed to 20 mug/ml of CEX were transformed into protoplasts with their morphological changes being most marked after 4 hr of exposure. When 1 mug/ml of EM was allowed to act alone, this exposure resulted in thickening of the cell walls. The combined use of CEX and EM, however, resulted in neither thickening of the cell walls as in the presence of EM alone nor in the formation of protoplasts as in the presence of CEX alone but merely produced the swelling of separating walls. Cellular uptake of 14C-L-lysine and N-acetylglucosamine-1-14C into the cell wall fraction and the protein fraction was affected by CEX and EM, respectively, when used alone or in combination.